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expressing herself through her writing without hesitation or fear, is a great testimony of a liberated woman
who, despite all odds, advocates ... forugh farrokhzad and the persian literary canon - forugh farrokhzad
and the persian literary canon xxv hillman asserts, “the best known among [iranian women] is the poet forugh
farrokhzad (1935-1967), the most famous in the history of persian literature.”4 48. hum-farrokhzad the
iconoclast a new wave in the - oaji - forugh farrokhzad (1935-1967) is one of the foremost figures of
modern persian literature, an iranian poet, painter,writer, actress, producer, editor and documentary film
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studies, the mother and her child akhtar salman bergman anni blom inga ph d love and sexuality in the
poetry of forugh farrokhzad: a ... - poetry of forugh farrokhzad: a reconsideration farzaneh milani no
documents chart more accurately the difficult road to liberation and the arduous journey of the iranian woman
than her poetry. it is a rich, virtually unexplored record of the development of her consciousness and identity,
ex-perienced within, but not limited by, traditional iranian culture. furthermore, an evaluation of the ...
yarshater lecture series on persian literature centre for ... - forugh farrokhzad, poet of modern iran:
iconic woman and feminine pioneer of new persian poetry, co-edited with dominic parviz brookshaw. her
monograph, iranian culture: representa on and iden ty, was published by routledge in september 2015. the
yarshater lectures at soas are sponsored by the persian heritage founda on. these are a series of academic
lectures dedicated to iranian literature ... hafiz and the religion of love in classical persian poetry forugh farrokhzad, poet of modern iran: iconic woman and feminine pioneer of new persian poetry dominic
parviz brookshaw and nasrin rahimieh (eds) 978 1 84885 155 9 22. ritual cursing in iran: theology, politics and
the public in safavid persia rosemary stanﬁeld-johnson 978 1 84885 292 1 23. the philosophy of ecstasy: rumi
and the suﬁ tradition leonard lewisohn (ed) 978 1 84885 269 3 24 ... forough goes west: the legacy of
forough farrokhzad in ... - the legacy of forough farrokhzad in iranian diasporic art and literature jasmin
darznik abstract th is essay explores the legacy of iranian poet forough farrokhzad (1935–1967) in the iranian
american diaspora. at once political and poetic, particular and universal, farrokhzad’s oeuvre has in recent
years become a vital coordinate for a number of contemporary ira-nian american women ... abnormal
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